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1. Constructing the Circuit

Copying a Cell View
Start Cadence as usual (if you aren't clear on this refer to Tutorial 1). Kill “What's New”. Open the 
Library Manager. We can reuse the library we created for tutorial 1 and create a new cell view in it 
based off of the old cell view. To do this, select “tutorial1” under the Library heading. Select “csamp” 
under the Cell heading. Select Edit → Copy. Set it to copy from tutorial1/csamp/schematic to tutorial1/
cgamp/schematic. The library manager should reappear and show the new cell view. Select it and select 
File → Open.

Copying a Component
Your old circuit should appear. We will keep the common-source amplifier and add a common-gate 
amplifier for comparison. Try copying the drain resistor to the right. To do this, place your cursor above 
the resistor until you see a dotted yellow line and hit the C key. Your cursor will change into a resistor 
icon. Left click a good distance to the right of the original resistor. Repeat this for the transistor.

Deleting Components
The DC Vgs source won't be useful here, so we need to delete it. To delete an item, place your cursor 
over it and press the delete key. Sometimes Cadence gets delete-happy and it's difficult to convince it to 
do something else. Looking on the bottom-left status bar gives you a clue as to what mood the editor is 
in. Most of the time, switching to move mode will convince it to stop deleting components. It's a good 
idea  to  always  switch  to  move  mode  after  deleting  something  or  you'll  inevitably  start  trashing 
components.

Miscellaneous Useful Editing
To switch to moving, press M. To move a group of components, drag a box over them, and press M. If 
you press M while over a component, it will immediately begin moving that component. Otherwise, 
you need to left-click on it first.

To switch  to  property editing,  press  Q.  If  nothing  seems to  happen,  the  property editor  might  be 
minimized or hidden; check the taskbar for “Edit Object Properties”. To make a component's property 
appear in red text on the schematic if Cadence doesn't feel like adding it in orange, select “both” to the 
right of the property.

If you accidentally trash something important, press U for undo.

To zoom in and out, use the [ ] keys. To zoom to fit, press F.

To rotate or flip components or net labels, select Edit → Rotate.

Circuit Overview
The final circuit is shown in Figure 1. On the left is the common-source amplifier, and on the right is 
the common-gate amplifier. Recall that the common-gate amplifier requires a negative voltage at the 
source, so the common-gate input voltage source is arranged to make this intuitively obvious. Also note 
that the Mcg bulk terminal is not grounded; otherwise, bulk effects interfere with common-gate mode.



Input Sources and Parameters
Add one new analogLib/vsin/symbol instance. Set its properties to:

• Instance Name: Vincs

• DC voltage: dci+dcis

• Amplitude: 10m

• Frequency: 1k

This is an AC voltage source whose frequency is 1 kHz, peak amplitude is 10 mV, and is on a DC rail 
whose voltage is based on two parameters that we modify during simulation. The biggest advantages to 
using parameters in component properties are:

• The behaviour of multiple components can be changed at once.

• Behaviour can be changed from simulation without having to go back to the schematic.

• You can run multi-parametric simulations to an arbitrary number of dimensions (this is saved 
for another tutorial).

Almost any component property can be parametrized in this way.

Once these properties are set, copy the component to the common-gate amplifier and rename it and 
change its DC voltage according to Figure 1.

The parameters are set so that if we want to run a comparative simulation where both amplifiers receive 
the same input, we set dcis and dcig to 0 and sweep through dci. If we want them to differ, dci is 0 and 
dcis and dcig receive separate values.

Figure 1: The completed circuit.



2. DC Simulation
Start the analog simulation environment and set the model library to be the same as in the previous 
tutorial. For reference, the path to this model is:

/CMC/kits/models/textbook_mos.mod

Parameter Setup
Select the XYZ toolbar button or Variables → Edit. Click on Copy From. This is an important step 
because it will prevent you from forgetting to set parameters from the circuit.  If you don't give all 
parameters default values the simulator will complain. Set all values to 0 by clicking on the variable 
name, entering 0 and selecting Change. Then select OK.

DC Analysis Setup
We wish to find the biasing input voltage that makes the gain equal to exactly -10. To that end, select 
Choose Analyses, select DC, and select “design variable” for your sweep variable. For the variable 
name, enter “dci”. For start-stop, enter 0 and 1. This will sweep the DC component of both inputs 
between 0V and 1V. Select OK.

Output Setup
We want to view the outputs and their instantaneous derivatives (the gains). To do this, select Outputs 
→ To be plotted → Select on schematic, and select both output nets. Then, go to Setup Outputs, click 
on New Expression, type dVoutcs/dVin for the name, and for the expression type

deriv(VS(“/Voutcs”))

Then select Add. Since the next one will be similar, reselect the newly added expression, modify the 
name to be dVoutcg/dVin and the expression to be

deriv(VS(“/Voutcg”))

and then press Add (not Change).

Click OK, and then Netlist and Run. You should get something similar to  Figure 2. You could get 
approximate x-axis (input voltage) values needed to create a gain of -10 from the graph. There are 
actually two conditions that satisfy this, but the second would not put the transistors in the active 
region.



Voltage Calculations
We want to make the process of finding out the right biasing voltages both automatic and precise, so 
we'll type in some WaveScan functions. Add the following two expressions to the outputs.

Vincs av=10:

cross(deriv(VS(“/Voutcs”)) -10 1)

Vincg av=10:

cross(deriv(VS(“/Voutcg”)) -10 1)

The cross function finds the x-axis value at which the derivative expression equals -10. The 1 means 
output the first value found.

Change the DC sweep range to 500mV-1V to increase accuracy. Rerun the simulation. In the Outputs 
section of the Analog window you'll see exact values that are pretty close to each other. In preparation 
for the next section, add these exact values to dcis and dcig in the Variables window. Save the state of 
your analog session in case it gets trashed.

Figure 2: DC sweep results. The left shows instantaneous gain and the right shows output.



3. Transient Simulation
Now, instead of having a DC voltage as our independent swept variable (x-axis), it will be time. Open 
the Choose Analyses window. At the very bottom left, disable the “enable” box; this disables our old 
DC sweep (but we don't need to get rid of it completely in case you ever want to switch back). Then 
select “tran”. Enter a stop time of 5m, make sure this is enabled in the bottom-left, and then select OK. 
Run the simulation. You should get something similar to Figure 3.

If you didn't disable the gain and cross expressions in the output setup, you'll see all sorts of errors in 
the ICFB log because during transient analysis voltages should be taken by VT instead of VS, but this 
is no big deal since derivatives have a different meaning in transient analysis (slew rate as opposed to 
gain).

Note that, since we left the input phase shifts as 0, the outputs are both 180º out of phase. This agrees 
with the theory of common-source and common-gate amplifiers. Also note that both waveforms have 
the same peak-to-peak voltage, thus the same gain.

4. Operating Points
Go back to the analog window. Open the Analyses window. Disable “tran”, enable “dc”, and under the 
DC Analysis heading enable “Save DC operating point”. When the simulator considers the operating 
point, it is setting the swept variable (dci) to zero, but the operating point will still be correct because 
you put the right biasing points into dcis and dcig and the simulator will use those.

Run the simulation, and then select Results → Print → DC Operating Points. A blank window will 
appear. Switch to the schematic editor, and left-click once on Mcs and Mcg. Return to the Results 
Display Window, and a list of operating point variables will have appeared for the two transistors.

Figure 3: Transient outputs.



Operating Point Definitions
Here are some of the more important variables and their meanings.

• gm: Transconductance

• gmbs: Bulk-source transconductance

• gds: Drain-source transconductance, equal to 1/RO (the output resistance)

• gmoverid: gm / ID, equal to 2/VOV (the overdrive voltage)

• id: Drain current

• region: Region of operation. Different integers mean different regions in the BSIM model:

0. Cutoff

1. Triode

2. Saturation (active)

3. Sub-threshold

4. Breakdown

• vds: Drain-source voltage

• vdsat: Drain saturation voltage, equivalent to VOV

• vgs: Gate-source voltage

• vth: Threshold voltage

These parameters can be used in hand calculations, or in WaveScan expressions with the OP function. 
They can help to check that the transistor is biased correctly or otherwise working.

Note that the vgs values are equal to the biasing parameters you entered, and that both transistors are in 
region 2.


